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On the Secular Inequalities in the Planetary Theory. 267 

mitred; and it was perhaps this peculiarity that kept them so 
long unrecognized ; but careful study has led to their accept- 
ance by the ibremost meteorologists. He could not hope to 
solve the complex problem as it really exists~ and was obliged 
to make his solution very general. 

On pp. 386-391~ Band xiv. of the Oesterr. Zeitsch.figr Me- 
teorologic is glven a review of the first part of Ferrel's elabo- 
ration~ mentioned below, of his early paper; pp. 161-175 and 
276-283 of the xvii. Band of the same Journal contain a 
review of the second part ; and the whole was again reviewed 
in ' Nature'  last year. 

I t  appears as though Ferrel's critic had written his article 
from the point of view of a student of Laplace and Airy, and 
had not examined the more modern text-books on mechanics 
to see if Ferrel's reasoning was admissible. 

I t  is hoped that instead of heeding the warning that has 
been sounded against Ferrel, the readers of this Journal will 
read the elaborations of his first paper, given as Appendices 
to the U. S. Coast-Survey Reports for 1875 and 1878. 

Mr. Heath's paper will have one good effect, I hope; and 
that is, to interest some of the English mathematicians and 
physicists in this subject. 

XXXIX.  On the Equation to the Secular Ynequalities in the 
Planetary Theory. By  J.  J .  SYLV~STElt, F.R.S.* 

A VERY long time ago I gave, in this Magazine, a proof 
of the reality of the roots in the above equation~ in 

which I employed a certain property of the square of a sym- 
metrical matrix which was left without demonstration. I will 
now state a more general theorem concerning the product 
of any two matrices of which that theorem is a particular case. 
In what follows it is of course to be understood that the 
product of two matrices means the matrix corresponding to the 
combination of two substitutions which those matrices represent. 

I t  will be convenient to introduce here a notion (which 
plays a conspicuous part in my new theory of multiple algebra), 
viz. that of the latent roots of a matrix--latent in a somewhat 
similar sense as vapour may be said to be latent in water 
or smoke in a tobacco-leaL I f  from each term in the diagonal 
of a given matrix, X be subtracted, the determinant to the 
matrix so modified will be a rational integer function of X ; 
the roots of that function are the latent roots of the matrix ; 
and there results the important theorem that the latent roots of 

Communicated by the Author. 
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268 On t]~e Secular Inequalities in the Planetary T]teory. 

any function of a matrix are respectively the same functions 
of the latent roots of the matrix itself: ex. gr. the latent 
roots of the square of a matrix are the squares of its latent 
roots. 

The latent roots of the product of two matrices, it may be 
added, are the same in whichever order the factors be taken. 
If, now, m and n be any two matrices, and M = m n  or nm, I 
am able to show that the sum of the products of the latent 
roots of M taken i together in every possible way is equal to 
the sum of the products obtained by multiplying every minor 
determinant of the ith order in one of the two matrices m, n by 
its altruistic opposite in the other: the reflected image of any 
such determinant~ in respect to the principal diagonal of the 
matrix to which it belongs, is its proper opposite, and the 
corresponding determinant to this in the other matrix is its 
altruistic opposite. 

The proof of this theorem will be given in my large forth- 
coming memoir on Multiple Algebra designed for the ~Ame- 
rican Journal  of Mathematics.' 

Suppose, now, that m and n are transverse to one another, 
i. e. that the lines in the one are identical with the columns in 
the other, ~nd vice versd~ then any determinant in m becomes 
identical with its altruistic opposite in n; and furthermore, if 
m be a symmetrical matrix, it is its own transverse. Con- 
sequently we have the theorem (the one referred to at the 
outset of this paper) that the sum of the i-ary products of the 
latent roots of the square of a symmetrical matrix (i. e. of the 
squares of the roots of the matrix itself) is equal to the sum of 
the squares of all the minor determinants of the order i in the 
matrix; whence it follows, from Descartes's theorem, that when 
all the terms of a symmetrical matrix are real~ none of its 
latent roots can be pure imaginaries, and, as an easy inference, 
cannot be any kind of imaginaries; or~ in other words~ all the 
latent roots of a symmetrical matrix are real~ which is Laplace's 
theorem. 

I may take this opportunity of stating the important theorem 
that ifXi: ~2, • .. X~ are the latent roots of any matrix m~ then 

¢ , n - - ~  ( , ~ X ~ ) ( , ~ - - X ~ ) . . .  (m--Xi) 
-- (X~--X~)(X~--X~) (Xl--X~) ~x' 

This theorem of course presupposes the rule first stated by 
Prof. Cayley (:Phil. Trans. 1857) for the addition of matrices. 

When any of the latent roots are equal~ the formula must 
be replaced by another obtained fi'om it by the usual me- 

thod of infinitesimal variation. I f  dprn--m:', it gives the 
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On the Distribution of Electricity on Metallic Bodies. 269 

expression for the coth root oft he matrix; and we see that the 
number of such roots is o~ ~, where i is the order of the matrix. 
When, however, the matrix is unitary, i. e. all its terms except 
the diagonal ones are zeros or zeroidal, i. e. when all its terms 
are zeros, this conclusion is no longer applicable, and a certain 
definite number of arbitrary quantities enter into the general 
expressions for the roots. 

The case of the extraction of any root of a unitary matrix 
of the second order was first considered and successfully 
treated by the late Mr. Babbage ; it reappears in M. Serret's 
Cours d'Alg~bre supdrieure." This problem is of course 

ax+b 
the same as that of finding a function c . : ~  of any given 

order of periodicity. My memoir will give the solution of the 
corresponding problem for a matrix of any order. Of the 
many unexpected results which I have obtained by my new 
method, not the least striking is the rapprochement which it 
establishes between the theory of Matrices and that of Inva- 
riants. The theory of invariance relative to associated Matrices 
includes and transcends tha~ relative to algebraieal functions. 

XL. On the Influence of the Direction of the Lines of force 
on the Distribution of Electricity on Metallic Bodies. By 
ALFaED TRIBE, l~.fnst. C., Lecturer on Chemistry in Dul- 
wich College*. 

I W I S H  it to be understood at the outset that the results 
on electrical distribution, to which reference will be made 

in this paper, were obtained during the electrolysis of a solu- 
tion of copper sulphate, by determining the amount, extent, 
position, or nature of the electrochemical action set up on a 
metallic plate, or other-shaped conductor, immersed in the 
electrolyte, but not in metallic connexion with the battery- 
electrodes. I would also point out that when I speak of the 
lines of force as having a certain direction with regard to a 
part or parts of a metallic plate, or other-shaped analyzer, or 
as having a certain direction with regard to the boundary of 
an electrochemical deposit, it is to be understood that such 
would be the direction supposing the analyzer itself exercised 
no disturbing influence on these imaginary lines in the field 
of action. 

I. Wllen the direction of the lines of jbrce is parallel to t]te 
sides and pe~Tendicular to the ends of the metallic conductor. 

Some six years ago (Prec. Roy. Soc. 1877, no. 181), I 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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